
Afghan Kush Auto
The Father of All Kushes.

• 100% natural painkiller. A great choice for medicinal patients who need to
alleviate physical pain.
• Perfect for hash makers. Almost pure hash-like taste, every old-school hash
maker’s go-to strain.
• The king of Indicas. One of our purest Indica strains to date! 
• Lulls you to sleep. Smoking too much will rock you to sleep, so pick the right
time to smoke it!

This fast-flowering hybrid ranges between 60-90cm, usually staying on the
shorter side while producing around 500gr/m2 in 56-63 days from seed to harvest.
A superb choice for those looking to grow quick and resistant Indica-dominant
strains with a narcotic and long-lasting corporal high, making it the perfect
painkiller. Expect huge amounts of resin and that unforgettably pungent terpene
mix of earthy, sweet, and spicy aromas that makes for that unique hashish that
old-schoolers love.
Bud description
Afghan Kush Auto reaches in between 60-90cm but grows compact and usually
stays on the shorter side, developing a short main cola and a few shorter side
branches with big and wide dark-green fan leaves, typical of Indica-dominant
strains. This variety grows large-sized thick light-green buds with dark-green
hues that complement the buds perfectly. Expect an insane amount of trichomes
that will start to appear early in the flowering stage and will start to reek of a
delicious earthy and kushy aroma from early on so make sure you have your
carbon filter ready.
Smoke report
Thanks to the exclusively selected Indica genetics, expect an overwhelming
Indica effect. This variety hits hard, you’ll experience insane munchies and, if you
smoke too much it will literally knock you out. You will stay as lazy as you can get
and extremely couch-locked, making this strain ideal for those looking for a
strong corporal effect to unwind after a long workday and alleviating sore
muscles after a long workout routine or for medicinal patients suffering from
insomnia, appetite loss, or physical pain. 
Plant appearance
Our Afghan Kush Auto grows with that classic Indica appearance, you can expect
it to reach around 60-90cm with wide dark-green fan leaves, short internodal
spacing, and a thick stem and branches that will reward you with up to 500gr/m2
of super resinous buds. This strain is suited for all types of growers and it’s a great
choice for those cultivating in a balcony or in a backyard due to the compact
structure and short stature. Thanks to the elite-genetic mix, this variety is a great
choice for growers who suffer from harsh climates due to the high resistance
against common pests and mold, making it an excellent choice for outdoor
growers.
Grow tips
This is a very resilient hybrid, a good choice for outdoors in challenging climates,
just make sure you give it the basics and you will get great results in no time. You
can expect this autoflower to grow quite compact and homogenous, perfect for
those growing in a Sea of Green or for those trying to fit a higher number of
plants in a smaller grow space. We recommend performing LST to allow light to
reach deeper, resulting in higher yields and air to flow in between the buds, to
prevent mold and bugs from getting into your buds.
Flavor
This variety produces an unforgettable old-school taste. Expect that classic
earthy, piney, and herbal terpene mix that smells like pure hash and hides heavy
citrus undertones; The taste is quite kushy but with more earthy and peppery
flavors, and a slightly sweet background that helps smooth out the smoke and
will allow you to taste all of the individual flavors as you exhale slowly.

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/original-afghan-kush-auto

Tech Specs

Taste:
Earthy, Spicy, Sweet

THC:
Up to 22%

CBD:
< 1%

Harvest EU Indoor:
400 – 500 gr/m2

Harvest US Indoor:
1.3 – 1.6 oz/ft2

Harvest EU Outdoor:
50 – 130 gr/plant

Harvest US Outdoor:
2 – 4 oz/plant

Size:
L

Height:
60 – 90 cm

Height US:
24 – 35 inches

Flowering:
8 – 9 weeks

Room:
Indoor/Outdoor

Gender:
Feminized

Genes:
Sativa 15%/Indica 85%

Genetics:
Afghan Auto

Autoflowering:
Yes


